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Newsletter editor welcome:
The COVID-19 pandemic is a health crisis that has project managers
grappling with the well-being and livelihoods of their organizations. The
economic challenges wrought by the pandemic continue to mount—and
with them comes much uncertainty about the future. Big corporate
projects have been hit particularly hard, with worker absences, supplychain disruptions, and deteriorating investor confidence taking a toll.
The speed and scope of the coronavirus crisis poses extraordinary
challenges for project managers in today’s vital institutions. It is easy to
understand why so many have missed opportunities for decisive action
and honest communication.
I have no doubt that while many projects will continue to thrive, there will
Navjot Singh,
be challenges, financially, structurally, and human resource wide. Despite
Newsletter
Editor
this, there has been some good news. In particular, the PMI UK, the UK
chapter of the world’s leading project management organisation, has
seen attendance of its online webinars double during the Coronavirus
COVID-19 Pandemic lockdown. This newsletter deep drives into how over the last four months, over
2,500 people have taken part in 22 widely acclaimed PMI UK webinars covering topics such as the
strategic/future PMO, value and benefits realisation management, stakeholder engagement and team
and virtual working in the COVID-19 era and beyond.
Then there are less than 45 days left to complete submission including public nominations for this year’s
Covid-19 Special Award! The PMI UK Chapter, in association with PwC, is delighted that the National
Project Awards have such significance in 2020 with the inclusion a special award recognising the UK’s
best Covid-19 response project. For more details about this and more, read this month’s newsletter.
As ever, please stay healthy and should you have any questions, then feel free to get in touch with
anyone of the PMI team. I hope to bring more good news in next month’s newsletter.
Kind regards,
Navjot Singh,
Newsletter Editor, PMI UK Chapter
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In association with

Less than 45 days left to complete your submission including
public nominations for this year’s Covid-19 Special Award
PMI UK Chapter, in association with PwC, is delighted that the National Project Awards have such significance
in 2020 with the inclusion a special award recognising the UK’s best Covid-19 response project. Short form
nominations are being sought from members of the public for this special award.
The PMI UK National Project Awards are open to any
organisation, team, or individual, without the need to
be a PMI member. Projects can be of any size, type.
and from any industry. The judges are looking for
superior performance through the application of project
management; organisational results and/or positive
impacts on the community.
To apply to one (or more) of the award categories,
please find the eligibility criteria, judging process, and
key dates here: https://pmi.org.uk/awards2020
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project of the Year (Large Private Enterprise)
Project of the Year (Public Sector)
Project of the Year (Small & Medium Enterprise)
PMO of the Year
Project Management for Social Good
Early in Career Project Professional of the Year
Project Professional of the Year
PMI UK Volunteer of the Year
Special Project Award: Best UK Covid-19 Response
Project (public nominations)

The deadline date for entries is the 25th of September, 2020. Winners will be announced at a black-tie
gala award ceremony in the PwC office on the 4th of March, 2021. The event is certain to be a
glittering celebration of project success across the UK. We look forward to your participation!
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Demand For Webinar Places Soar, Reports Pmi Uk
PMI UK, the UK chapter of the world’s leading
project management organisation, has seen
attendance of its online webinars double during
the Coronavirus COVID-19 Pandemic lockdown.
Over the last four months, over 2,500 people
have taken part in 22 widely acclaimed PMI UK
webinars covering topics such as the strategic/
future PMO, value and benefits realisation
management, stakeholder engagement and team
and virtual working in the COVID-19 era and
beyond.
PMI UK responded to demand from project
managers across the UK and Europe and
increased its frequency and the subject matter
of its webinars. The organisation has also
invested in new state-of-the-art presentation
software to allow in-the-moment interaction
between the speaker and attendants.
Chris Field, Chair of PMI UK, explains: “Project managers are no strangers to turning problems into opportunities
and, as we have had to cancel many seminars and exhibitions this year, our digital events team set about looking
into alternative options. It was decided that the best and safest way to support both members and non-members
to navigate through the lockdown and provide them with access to the latest industry trends and advice, would be
through an enhanced programme of free online events.”
“Each week we have introduced expert speakers from various sectors, provided online networking opportunities
and collaborated with PMI chapters in Europe to gain a true insight into how the pandemic is having an effect
in other countries. As a result, we have seen demand for our webinars soar, and we expect this continue as we
introduce our new autumn programme.”
PMI UK’s autumn programme will see the organisation partnering with more chapters around the globe, including
Mumbai, South Africa, Czech Republic, and the Netherlands as a member of the Chapter Xchange Program, as well
as other world-renowned organisations, such as the Major Projects Association (MPA) and Institute of Collaborative
Working (ICW). Further details of which will be released soon.
Chris Field adds: “We are really looking forward to putting our webinar software to further use during the Autumn,
especially when the Chapter Xchange Programme kick-starts. We are confident this will work well, as during our
recent first ever online annual general meeting the format lent itself perfectly and offered a much more interactive
approach. The feedback we received from attendees was extremely positive and we were also able to share
details of our successes from the past twelve months and our plans for the next year with a wider audience than
ever before.”
To view the full calendar of PMI UK digital events and to register to attend any of the organisation’s free webinars,
including the upcoming Toastmaster series, which provides advice on how gain the skills and confidence required to
effectively express yourself in any situation, visit https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars.
PMI UK also recently launched the National Project Awards 2020, in association with PwC. The awards shine a light
on the achievements of professional project, portfolio and programme managers and their teams across the UK
and include a new Special Project Award: Best UK Covid-19 Response Project. The deadline date for entries is 25th
of September, 2020. To enter the PMI (UK) National Project Awards, visit: https://pmi.org.uk/awards2020
PMI is the world’s leading project management organisation delivering value for more than 2.9 million professionals
worldwide through global advocacy, collaboration, education and research.
Founded in 1995, PMI UK is a non-profit volunteer organisation with over 3,500 members. Hosting daytime and
evening events (in-person and digital) across the UK, PMI UK promotes the project management profession,
supports professional development and provides the opportunity to network with practitioners from across
industry sectors.
For more information about PMI UK or to register your interest in becoming a member,
visit www.pmi.org.uk or call 020 8751 5626.

Notes to editor:
PMI UK has a thriving, ever-growing community of over 3,000 members in the UK. It welcomes members
from all industries, whether they are practicing project managers or purely interested in the project
management profession.
Many people join PMI so they can benefit from professional development and mentoring, support in gaining
globally-recognised standards. Members can also achieve certification, as well as access to like-minded
communities, knowledge sharing, access to academic research, webinars and publications and professional
development courses and networking opportunities.
Regular daytime and evening events are held in locations throughout the UK and are active in promoting the
project management profession to industry, government, and academic organisations alike.
Press enquiries: Marina Wood or Rebecca Hart on
Tel: 0114 349 5345, or email marina@dragonflypr.co.uk or rebecca@dragonflypr.co.uk.
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Insight from our contributors
What do you know about the PMI Mentoring programme?
The lockdown imposed earlier this year as part of the COVID-19 response measures saw many members utilising
that time to invest in professional development. As part of the PMI UK mentoring team, we are here to help you
as you grow in your career. While mentoring is offered as one of the core chapter benefits, the programme is
still heavily under-subscribed. Could you be missing out on benefits, either as a mentor or a mentee (the person
asking for a mentor?) This article aims to re-introduce members to our programme and give an insight into our
operations as we try to support members in their needs.
The mentoring programme was initiated because both
the mentor and mentee roles give a developmental
experience of using soft skills and taking responsibility.
As the relationship usually works as a six-month project
set by the mentee, this allows them to practice their
project management skills too! The main purpose of
the programme is to support members in a project
management role as they define new targets for their
growth and work ardently towards them.
Maybe you have a mentoring (or coaching) programme
at your work so have easy access to support
already; but what if you don’t? The PMI UK mentoring
programme offers a relationship outside one’s current
organisation, possibly another industry as well, which
provides a broader, objective perspective of the market
in the United Kingdom, as well as the mentor’s project
management experience. Both can be particularly
useful when stepping into a new role, undergoing
organisational change or looking to make a transition.
Jonathan George’s story is representative. He first contacted the mentoring team when he was in a technical
role (engineering in oil and gas industry). After passing the CAPM exam in 2017, he was able to gain a project
coordinator role. At that point we assigned a mentor - Ousman Touray supported him throughout 2018. We were
thrilled to hear in June 2020 that Jonathan had become a full-time project manager! Jonathan feels the impact
from it was long lasting and definitely impacted his career progression. His view of the PMI UK mentoring process
is the mentee drives the conversation, there is part coaching conversation and part valuable feedback with advice
that can give insight to potential pitfalls.
A mentoring relationship is usually set up to meet
specific goals that the mentee sets. As we have seen,
the initial six months can extend to 12 months or
even 18 months, if desired. However, we considered it
formally closed after 18 months even if relationships are
informally maintained.
Another approach behind formal mentoring, where we
can, is to offer three coaching sessions to individuals
who are not working in a project manager role and
therefore do not qualify for the normal relationship. Not
all prospective mentees are comfortable with coaching
and not all mentors have undergone coach training, but
we do try to help. For example, Nigel Smith reported this
testimonial from his coach, which shows how valuable
coaching can be: “At the time, I could only see problems
and not solutions; it enabled me to consider and think
about the best approaches and actions I could take to
really make me help myself. I began to realise that I was
in charge of my future, needed to remind myself of the
positive key strengths and experiences that I could draw
on with my action planning. I definitely felt my confidence
and self-belief improve during the sessions”.
This person started to get interviews. Shirley has been taking a slightly different tack with a different coach,
who is also eager to make a career change into a different industry and does not currently have a paid role. This
person is upbeat though was initially vague about the job he wanted. He found a volunteer position in the digital
world to practice project management for his CV and is benefitting from a more flexible arrangement of regular,
shorter calls.
More informal relationships, which might be described as ‘buddying’ have also been set up where the mentee is
less clear about six-month goals. There may be a single main issue that the mentee is trying to overcome or a
series of unknowns due to uncertainty. Laura says it supported her transition while she planned to move from
the art industry and capitalise on all her possibly unrecognised project management experience, as well as cope
with a move to New York with her husband and family. Thanks to Paul Maycock, she is now more confident about
her change of direction, has coped with uncertainty and recently completed her PMP application with PMP exam
booked for October.
A mentor is usually only asked to have one mentee at any one time because mentoring relies on a good
relationship being built, and this can take focused attention, which we hope is clear from the above testimonials.
There is always more we could do. Reflecting on our coaching trials, we deliberately offered three sessions at a
time, to focus on supporting a positive outlook through job-hunting, building a CV/profile and keeping motivated on
daily searching/applications. Three often feels limited, but professional coaches are normally paid for their efforts!
We deliberately use the term ‘coaching’ because PMP certification doesn’t necessarily mean that mentors have
recent experience in the job market. It would be great if more volunteers with coach training came forward.
We also recognised that combination of mentoring, coaching and buddying can also include supporting people
through the PMP exam. While we highlight that our mentors are not trainers, having an experienced person
available to ask questions of, can feel supportive and bolster your skills in applying the theoretical methodologies in
a real-world context.

The PMI UK Mentoring programme is transforming later this year to develop a greater presence at regional
events as part of the branches first initiative. In doing so, we hope to serve you even more and help you to
get where you want to be. We would love to hear from more people about how can better support one
another as volunteers. If you would like to know more, please refer to the webpage at
https://www.pmi.org.uk/prof-development/mentoring or get in touch at mentoring@pmi.org.uk.
Submitted by: Shirley Thompson (07793 745450) & Jovan Jules pp PMI UK mentoring team

References:
LinkedIn Sales Navigator (2017) Untitled Photo. Available at:
https://unsplash.com/photos/-AXDunSs-n4 (Accessed: 12 August 2020).
Neel, A. (2017) Woman working by a window. Available at:
https://unsplash.com/photos/ute2XAFQU2I (Accessed: 12 August 2020).
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The Best Way to Learn is to Show the Way – A Volunteer’s
Journey with the Digital Events Team by Nigel Smith
March 2020: The ‘Black Swan’ Covid-19 event. Everything changed. I had been hosting Live PMI events in the
Midlands working with universities and corporations. Overnight, all that stopped. It was clear, even then, any
sense of normality wasn’t anytime soon. If James Bond was delaying his new movie premiere until October, he, of
all people, must be in the know? No Time to Die. Quite yet!
Pretty quickly, however, everything and everyone moved on-line. By mid-April, most of us were ‘Zoomed Out’!
Treating this time more as an opportunity, I was keen to master the on-line world of presenting and speaking.
Little did I realise back then, it would in fact, lead to more than that, much more.
Cue Merv Wyeth and his diligent and talented band of ‘Digital Evangelists’. I was soon immersed into a world full
of GoTo Webinar, Uber-cool Mentimeter, Vimeo, and SlideShare. All this was a massive step up from Zoom, where
even remembering to ‘unmute’ had sometimes proved a challenge for me.
My mission, which I chose to accept, was one of;
• Learning new technologies
• Sponsoring and producing webinars
• Hosting and delivering them
I concluded early on that you can’t do this by half-measures. The UK
team were ramping up from one or two webinars a month to two
per week. Maintaining that quantity and quality, it was simply a case
of getting involved.
After a crash course from Merv on GoTo Webinar and Mentimeter
from Hugo Minney, I was ‘knifing and forking’ my way around the
systems and processes, until I was confident I could actually give it
a go. Next, I took my first step, that of delivering a webinar myself.
I considered the best way to learn was just to show the way.
Irrespective of how my first attempt would turn out, any second
and subsequent effort would always be better.
Life as a PM had already taught me that. I already had subject
material on ‘Resilience’, which it turned out was pretty apt for the
time. Covid-19 had conspired to make me somewhat of a ‘career
refugee’ at the start of 2020. Sharing strategies on how to navigate
challenging times in a positive manner was working for me. I was
certain that others would also benefit. How would the project
management community respond to that?

11th June 2020

A seemingly soft-edged subject, but nevertheless relevant? Only one
way to find out! I set the date, 11th of June, and then worked out
how I would do it. On the day 76% of registered attendees joined
me, all 150 of them. I had one hour to share my RAINBOWS model
for Resilience.

4/5-star rating

76% of registered
attendees joined me
65% Interest rating

The result? Well first things first. In my view, presenting on-line is way harder than in-person. It’s much harder
to detect the energy in the room. It’s really odd staring and speaking into your laptop knowing that everyone
can see and hear you, but you can’t see, hear, or really sense them. They needed to have a voice. That’s where
Mentimeter came in.
Add a dash of humour, together with my casual style and this was all that was needed, to establish trusted
rapport with the audience. With Mentimeter, ensuring that there were regular touch points across the
presentation, kept that engagement and energy alive. The post GoTo Webinar ‘Interest Rating’ analytics would
be my judge and tell me how successful I was. 65%. Pretty good start! Those that reported PDU’s also gave me a
4/5-star rating. I was doing something right.
Fuelled by that immense buzz of satisfaction, it set me up for my next role, that of Producing on-line webinars. This
was pretty much ‘cradle to grave’ ownership of sourcing speakers and working with them to design their on-line
offering. This often meant working across different virtual geographies, time zones, cultures, and languages to
ensure that the content was engaging, concise and relevant. Check:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speaker bios
Dates?
Q&A handling?
Use of Mentimeter?
Share materials?
Handouts? before? during? or after event?

As the event ‘sponsor’, this responsibility also came with another
raft of tasks, create the speaker forms, get the PDU code, create
the webinar, the registration, and post event emails, liaise with Jodi
Walker for the PMI UK website, Anca Popa, and Bhushan Bhalerao
for event promotion.
Then it was on to the technical and dress rehearsals. Change
presenter, get share screen set up properly, and make sure the
audio computer, or phone are working properly. As with any
presentation, it’s about practice, practice, practice!
This is the difference that makes the difference. Sometimes. up
to five rehearsals were necessary, as some came with disastrous
results. With a recent webinar, just two minutes before the LIVE
broadcast, the team were beset with technical difficulties. The
metaphor of the ‘Swan gliding serenely across the lake’ comes to
mind!
There’s even a sense of DEFCON 1 as you go to hit the ‘Broadcast’ button. A huge responsibility to get this event
launched as you ‘top’ the session with welcomes, session housekeeping and speaker introduction. Daunting,
though nevertheless an enthralling experience.
You also have to be diligent off camera too, being the ‘GoTo Ninja’ there’s a job on to marshal the questions and
comments constantly coming in. Occasionally, there would be an awkward pause when a screen didn’t cut over
or a sound-bite didn’t start or Mentimeter input was agonisingly slow to present. After all this, you then have to
remain attentive to start the Q&A and then finally close the session off.
Even then the job’s not finished! There’s post-production! Get the
video and slide deck loaded up, create the links, liaise with Carla
Miranda and Karl Buxton to update the website webinar library.
For the PMI UK team, the whole was indeed greater than the sum
of its parts. A great teamwork experience.
Then on to the next event. Produce, host, and deliver. Repeat!
This remains an amazing and organic experience, working with
some essential future skills I’m sure I’ll need. As a volunteer, it also
hit the mark for me to give back, grow my network and provide
new speaking opportunities.
And finally, as much as I like on-line webinars, I’m also looking forward to doing more of this again when safe to do
so, of course!

Nigel Smith, PMP, Toastmaster
Nigel melds his 20-year project management experience with coaching
competencies to meet the empowering demands of the Agile age.
He focuses on people, presentation and process to prepare project managers
to perform and deliver more.
Connect with Nigel via LinkedIn, or his website at www.nigelsmith.coach
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Tim Podesta, Toastmaster, assists PMI Portugal Chapter
with an oven-ready benchmarking presentation
On the 20th of July, PMI Portugal Toastmasters organised an online toastmaster event which included a headline
performance from Tim Podesta titled ‘Benchmarking for improved project performance.’
Earlier in July, Ivan Moreira, member of PMI Portugal Chapter and VP of Public Relations of PMI Portugal
Toastmasters, reached out to Yohan Abrahams, former President of the UK Chapter, and London lead for Smart
Cities UK.
Yohan passed the request along to me. As the Board Director responsible for Branches and the Sponsor for
PMI UK Digital Events strategic initiative, I raised the alarm with colleagues from the digital events team, who
immediately suggested Tim Podesta. I recalled Tim speaking at an event in Basingstoke last October and realised
he was a great first choice. Thankfully, he accepted my invitation to speak.
Tim is indeed ‘a round peg for this particular round hole’ and his rapid mobilization demonstrates the power of the
PMI UK global network.
Tim is a subject matter expert in project management; with
interest in business/investment analysis, front-end planning,
benchmarking, and assurance. He has deep experience
of the oil, gas, and petrochemicals industry, and a track
record of delivering cross cultural programmes in change
management and process improvement. He celebrated 35
years with BP in 2016 and completed his time with the firm.
Tim is an active member of PMI; and has presented at PMI
UK Synergy, webinars, and other Local Events. (See, for
example: Benchmarking for improved performance, May
2019 in the webinar library)
He also happens to be a qualified professional toastmaster,
and was Master of Ceremonies for the 2019 PMI UK Events
ceremony in London, and a committee member of PMI
UK Toastmasters, which meets twice a month in London.
These meetings were temporarily moved on-line. (Check
out upcoming online PMI UK Toastmaster events on the PMI
site.)

The audience friendly faces. Tim is in the top
left corner.

What is benchmarking?
•B
 enchmark - is a mark made by a surveyor
on a post or wall to measure height
•B
 enchmarking - is considered
use of data to
- Drive continuous improvement

On the evening, Tim started his 40-minute talk by
explaining, what ‘Benchmarking’ means. A benchmark is a
mark made by a surveyor on a post or wall to measure
height. Nowadays, in project-speak, ‘Benchmarking’ is
used to describe the use of data to drive continuous
improvement, support realistic target setting and create a
culture of sharing and learning. Using his speaking dexterity
to bring the subject to life, Tim illustrated each topic area
with professional and personal examples.

- Support realistic target
setting
- Create a culture of
sharing and learning

Benchmarking supports target setting and fosters learning and knowledge sharing across an organisation and
with outside peers. It can be used to improve project performance e.g. through the optimization of cost, schedule,
and project performance.
Tim went on to discuss the benefits of Benchmarking by project stage. At initiation it helps to select the right
project, during delivery benchmarking conversations help to provide challenge and build confidence, and
after project completion benchmarking can be used assess performance, share learning and build continuous
improvement ‘into the system.’
Tim concluded his presentation with an evocative visualisation of the ‘yin and yang’ of the benchmarking
discipline, explaining that in order to be effective, and avoid being solely self-referential (which is not a good thing),
benchmarking must refer to both internal and external elements.
Speaking about the presentation afterwards Tim said:

“I normally get six months to prepare for a Toastmaster presentation,
however in this case it was six days. It was a good job that I had an ovenready presentation that suited the occasion.”
The session was chaired by Luis Seabra Coelho, Project management expert, speaker, volunteer of PMI Global and
member of the PMI European Chapters Collaboration Implementation Team who, after Tim’s presentation, went
on to chair the rest of the Toastmaster evening.
I am grateful to Luis, to Ivan, and Tim for this experience which we wish to consider as a seed for a more formal
and diverse collaboration between our Chapters.
For those who are interested in finding out more about PMI Toastmasters and developing your leadership and
public speaking skills, contact Tim. You can also attend the webinar from the Digital Events team on the 9th of
September where Nigel Smith will facilitate a session titled Prepare to perform, to stand and deliver. The benefits
of being a toastmaster.
Article by Franco Guarella.

Franco is an Engineer whose career in the Oil & Gas Sector has transitioned
from design engineering to Project Management. From Project Engineer to
Project Manager and eventually Managing Director of a major international
engineering and construction company.
Franco founded the PMI Rome Italy Chapter and served for several years as
its President. Since 2010, he has served as the Chair of the PMI UK Chapter
South Committee.
Franco now serves as PMI UK Board Director for Branches and as Sponsor for
the Digital Events Strategic Initiative.

In August we are planning the following events.
27 August		PMI Aberdeen Virtual Event: Practical Tips for morphing to a Remote Project
Team. 27th August 2020
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-aberdeen-virtual-eventpractical-tips-for-morphing-to-a-remote-project-team-27th-august-2020
28 August	PMI UK Webinar: Anyone, Anytime, Anywhere. Virtual Collaboration - The
Future of Work. 28th August 2020
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-webinar-anyone-anytimeanywhere-virtual-collaboration-the-future-of-work-28th-august-2020
3 September	Joint PMI UK & Institute for Collaborative Working Webinar: The role of
Collaborative Relationships in complex Projects. 3rd September 2020
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-webinar-the-role-ofcollaborative-relationships-in-complex-projects-3rd-september-2020
9 September	PMI UK Webinar: Prepare to Perform, to Stand & Deliver: The Benefits of
Being a Toastmaster. 9th September 2020
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-webinar-prepare-toperform-to-stand-deliver-the-benefits-of-being-a-toastmaster-9thseptember-2020
9 September	PMI UK Toastmasters Event. 9th September 2020
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-toastmasters-event-9thseptember-2020
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